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The Production of Prosody1
10
A. Cutler and S. D. Isard University o f  Sussex
I. Introduction
Prosody is the sauce of  the sentence— it adds to, enhances or subtly changes 
the flavour of  the original. And like a good sauce, the realization of a 
sentence’s prosodic structure is a blend of  different ingredients none of  which 
can be separately identified in the final product.  Thus it is rarely possible to 
say: syllable A is longer than syllable B simply and solely because syllable A 
bears lexical stress and syllable B does not; or: this particular fall in pitch is due 
exclusively to the presence of  a clause boundary.
Accordingly, we will not a t tem pt in this paper to describe separately the 
determinants  of  each com ponen t  of  the suprasegmental pattern i.e. the specific 
factors which lead to durat ional  variation, pitch changes and variations in 
amplitude. Rather,  we will concentrate  on what we hold to be the major 
sources of  prosodic effects, which can be grouped into four main categories: 
lexical stress patterns of  individual words; the placement of  sentence accent; 
syntactic structure; and a variety of  pragmatic  factors such as choice of  speech 
act and attitudinal indicators, which influence the overall shape of  the 
intonation contour.
We shall not a t tem pt to relate the influence of  these sources directly to 
numbers of  milliseconds or precise changes in pitch. Instead we will try to 
describe their effect at an abstract  prosodic level, whose units can then be 
realized as specific pitches and durations,  ra ther  in the way that  the abstract 
phonological level is realized in surface phonetic form.
To describe the units o f  the abstract prosodic level, we shall d raw  on 
terminology that  is more or less com m on am ong  British writers on the subject. 
In particular we shall speak of  “ tone g roups” , in tonational units realized as a 
major  pitch movement,  possibly preceded by a p repara to ry  run-up and 
followed by a subsequent tailing off. Halliday (1967), Crystal (1975), and 
O ’C o n n o r  and Arnold  (1961) give classifications of  the major pitch 
movements and of  the run-ups and aftermaths  that  can go with each.
There are three main decisions that  must be taken with respect to the tone- 
group structure o f  a sentence:
1 We are very grateful for discussions with our colleagues Tony Ades, Chris Darwin, Phil 
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(i) Where the tone group boundaries  will fall,
(ii) Which syllable within a tone group will have the major pitch movement 
associated with it,
(iii) W hat the major pitch movement will be.
(i) is determined largely by the syntactic structure of  the sentence. One tone 
group per clause seems to be a sort o f  neutral, default case (see Halliday (1967) 
and Crystal (1975)).
(ii) is primarily influenced by placement of  accent, while
(iii) is largely the product  of  pragmatic  factors. It is possible, however, for 
the three sorts o f  influence to poach on one another 's  territory, as when the 
decision to emphasize two words in a single clause forces the clause to take two 
tone groups, or when the syntactic structure of  a com pound  noun phrase 
dictates which syllable to accent in order to emphasize the noun phrase as a 
whole.
Consider, by way of  illustration, the “ that one san k ” clause of  ( l ) - (3 )  
below.
(1) (My first boat  blew up, and so I bought ano ther  and) that  one sank.
(2) (I had a boat, but it sank, and so I bought ano ther  and) that one sank.
(3) (A: You mean your old boat  sank? B: No, I bought another  boat  and) 
that one sank.
In (1) and (2) the clauses are covered by a single tone group. Placement of 
emphasis dictates that the major pitch movements occur on “ sank"  and “ th a t"  
respectively. The type of  pitch movement in both cases is a fall, appropr ia te  to 
a simple contrast  between the accented item and the corresponding item in the 
previous clause.
In (3) the choice to emphasize both “ th a t” and “ san k ” leads to a two tone 
group clause. Again the contrasted item “ th a t” is given a fall in pitch, but 
“ san k ” , which is carried over from the question, and in a sense provides the 
setting within which “ th a t” is contrasted, is given a pitch con tour  which first 
falls and then rises.
A fourth decision which we want to place at the abstract  prosodic level is 
one which ultimately determines the lengths o f  the phonetic com ponents  
which make up the utterance. Some writers, e.g. Klatt  (1975) and C ooper  (this 
volume), take the position that segmental dura t ions  such as vowel lengths are 
determined directly on the basis of  syntax and the intrinsic nature  o f  the 
phoneme concerned. Others, notably Abercrombie (1965), Halliday (1967) 
and Lehiste (1977) prefer to divide the utterance into “ feet” , stretching from 
one stressed syllable to the next. According to this scheme, the feet are 
assigned target lengths, which are shared out am ong  the syllables composing 
the feet and then am ong  the phonemes composing the syllables. Witten (1977) 
suggests one algorithm for achieving the sorts o f  feet discussed by 
Abercrombie (1965).
We shall take this second approach ,  and in particular  we shall discuss the 
influence of  syntactic structure on the placing of  foot boundaries,  ra ther  than 
directly upon phoneme lengths.
It would, o f  course, be desirable to display a detailed model of  the way in
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which all of  these decisions are taken. Unfortunately, if not surprisingly, we 
are not in a position to a t tempt such a feat. We do, however, have certain 
remarks to make about  the role of  each of  the factors mentioned above and we 
shall devote one of  the four following sections to each.
II. Lexical Stress
At some point during the sentence production process the words which will be 
uttered are looked up in the mental lexicon— that is to say, the appropria te  
phonological realization of  each semantically specified unit is located. In each 
polysyllabic word one syllable is marked for heavier stress than the other(s), 
and the eventual phonological instantiation of  the word will include this stress 
marking. There are several acoustic consequences of  lexical stress: the stressed 
syllable can be longer in relative duration  than the unstressed syllables, and 
may also be spoken with greater physical intensity. If sentence accent falls on a 
polysyllabic word, it is on the stressed syllable that the pitch movement 
associated with accent will be realized. The vowels in unstressed syllables may 
reduce to /a/.  Lehiste (1970) describes these effects in detail.
There is evidence that  words are listed in the mental lexicon in a 
phonological form more abstract than the surface phonetic form. This 
evidence comes largely from the study of  speech errors, particularly the classic 
work o f  F rom kin  (1971, 1973). She observes, for instance, that consonant 
clusters involving the nasal [13] and a stop may split into [n] plus stop, 
as in (4):
(4) The ban will pake 5-6% interest 
(Target: The bank will pay . . .)
This suggests that underlying the surface form of bank [baeqk] is a more 
abstract form with the final cluster / nk/. F rom kin  also observes that velar 
nasals may themselves split into two segments, [n] and [g]:
(5) swin and swaig 
(Target: swing and sway)
which again suggests the psychological reality in speech production  of  an 
abstract  /ng/ underlying Jrj]. M any phonologists,  notably Chom sky and Halle 
(1968), have argued that [13] is in fact derived from such an underlying form.
Further  support  comes from a study of  semantically unrelated word 
substitution errors, or malapropisms, by Fay and Cutler (1977). In this study 
the target (word which was intended) and error (word which was uttered) pairs 
were found to be very similar in sound, particularly in their initial segments. It 
was hypothesized that malapropisms arise when the speech production device 
picks from the mental lexicon, instead of  the word it is seeking, one of  that 
w o rd ’s near neighbours; close neighbours in the lexicon are very similar in 
sound because the lexicon is primarily arranged by phonological similarity. At 
the point (counting from left to right) at which a particular target and error 
departed from identity, the two words were in general very similar in 
distinctive feature marking, which Fay and Cutler took as a suggestion that
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“ phonological similarity" in the mental lexicon is defined in terms of 
distinctive features.
There were however some exceptions to this generalization, and am ong 
these was a group of errors in which at the point o f  departure  from identity one 
of  the two words contained a vowel whereas the other contained the glide [y], 
e.g. movie (Target: music), genuine (Target: general), musicians (Target: 
magicians). Chom sky and Halle (1968) argue that  such words as music do  not 
contain the segment /y/ in their underlying representation, but that it is 
inserted by rule into the surface form. Fay and Cutler pointed out that a 
comparison between the underlying representations of  such pairs would 
involve the distinctive feature difference between two vowels rather than 
between a vowel and a glide and hence would result in more similar feature 
marking which in turn would reduce the discrepancy between this small group 
of  errors and the major  body of  the malapropism corpus.
If we assume a mental lexicon in which the phonological representations of  
the listed words are in a form more abstract than the surface form, then a 
question arises as to the representation of  lexical stress patterns. Chom sky and 
Halle (1968) have formulated rules which derive the surface stress patterns of 
English words. The analogous rules which derive the surface phonetic form of 
a word from an underlying abstract form appear  to be actively involved in the 
speech production process; is lexical stress also determined mechanically by 
rule in production?
The alternative to application of  the stress rules in production  is a listing, in 
the mental lexicon, of  the appropr ia te  stress marking as a part  o f  the 
phonological representation of  each word.
Evidence from speech errors involving erroneous placement of  lexical stress 
appears to support  the latter proposal.  Typical lexical stress errors include
(6M9):
(6) Now the paradigm involves presenting— presenting . . .
(7) I've got my book so we do n ' t  have any conflicts.
(Target: conflicts)
(8) Everyone knows that economists— that economists . . .
(9) I need the num ber of  the Psychol— Psychological C orpora t ion .
In (6), the verb present has mistakenly been stressed on the first syllable, i.e. 
has the stress pattern of  the noun present; in (7) the reverse is the case: conflict 
(N) has been stressed as if it were conflict (V); in (8) economists bears stress on 
the third syllable, suggesting the adjective economic(al)\ in (9) the stress has 
moved from the third to the second syllable, which is where it falls in 
psychologist and psychology.
These correspondences are not atypical; all lexical stress errors exhibit 
them. The erroneously produced stress pattern  is always that  o f  ano ther  word 
(thus no such errors as * administrative are observed); and this word is always 
morphologically related to the intended word. As a consequence of this, lexical 
stress errors only ever occur in morphologically complex, or derived, words 
(thus an error such as *winddw does not occur). A more extensive analysis of  
this type of  error  may be found in Cutler  (1979); see also From kin  (1977).
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It will be argued that these errors arise as a result of  confusion between two 
differently stressed forms in the mental lexicon and that they provide evidence 
for the inclusion of  stress marking in the lexical entry. Alternative 
explanations are unable to account for the regularities which these errors 
exhibit. Thus the suggestion that they are blends between two alternative 
candidates for utterance founders on the observation that all known types of  
blends involve two words of  the same grammatical category (or two 
equivalent constituents) whereas lexical stress errors always involve two 
words of  different grammatical categories. The possibility that they might 
result from simple exchange or shift o f  stress features cannot  in any way 
account for the failure of  non-derived words to show such errors or for the 
constraint that the errors always give the stress pattern of  a morphological 
relative of  the intended word. The same is true of  the proposal that misplaced 
lexical stress is a consequence of  confusion between words at the articulatory 
program level. And, importantly,  it is also the case that misapplication of 
stress rules could not account for these regularities; the stress rules apply to 
derived and nonderived words alike, and it is unclear why errors should occur 
in one instance but not in the other, and unclear why misapplied rules should 
always assign stress to a syllable which does bear it in some related word.
An explanation which accounts for all the features shown by lexical stress 
errors is the following: words derived from a com m on base are stored together 
in a single lexical entry, with, inter alia, each w o rd ’s stress pattern  being 
specified as part  o f  its representation. Lexical stress errors arise as a result of 
confusion within the lexical entry— the stress pattern  selected is not that  of  the 
intended word but of  some other member o f  the entry. Thus the pattern is 
always that  of  a related word since the error  occurs within the com m on lexical 
entry; and stress errors only ever appear  in derived words because only derived 
words share a lexical entry with other words— non-derived words have private 
lexical entries.
Thus the characteristics of  lexical stress errors argue against the mechanical 
application of  stress assignment rules as part  o f  the speech production 
process. A question which is not however resolved by the available da ta  is 
whether the specification of  stress internal to the lexical entry is in terms of 
stress features marked for each syllable, or whether the appropria te  rule for 
each word is appended to its phonological representation. These two 
proposals may in fact be indistinguishable with respect to their realization in 
the type of  lexical stress error  which occurs. However, it is not clear that 
application o f  the stress rule appropria te  for, say, an adjective to a noun 
derived from the same base might actually lead to the stress falling on that 
syllable which bears it in the adjective. The Chomsky-Halle  stress rules invoke 
as a major determ inant  of  lexical stress the num ber  of  syllables in the word as 
well as such factors as the phonemes which terminate the word, i.e. whether 
the word ends with a vowel, a consonan t  or a consonan t  cluster. Related 
nouns and verbs and adjectives very often differ on exactly these 
characteristics, the exception being such noun-verb  pairs as object, conflict etc. 
If only pairs of  this latter type were involved in lexical stress errors, we might
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have no basis for feeling that the specification of  the appropria te  stress rule as 
part of  the lexical entry was a less satisfactory description than the 
specification of  the stress features. However, most of  the lexical stress errors 
involve word pairs with different endings and different num ber of  syllables 
(e.g. examples (<S) and (9) above). In these cases it is at least a reasonable 
supposition that the rules would not, when applied to, for example, the shorter 
form, result in stress falling on that syllable which bears it in the longer word. 
These considerations are by no means conclusive, but they suffice to render 
preferable to us an account of  stress specification in the lexical entry which 
includes the actual listing of  the stress marking, or stress features, for each 
syllable.
It may be felt that our  conclusion that stress is listed in the lexicon and not 
determined by mechanical application of  stress assignment rules is in conflict 
with recent linguistic evidence concerning the psychological reality of  these 
rules. Nessly (1974), for example, has shown that English speakers can, with 
great reliability, decide upon the appropria te  pronunciation  (including stress 
pattern) of  invented “ words"  which they have never seen before, and that the 
stress patterns they choose are in accord with English stress assignment rules. 
This, not in itself surprising, finding indicates that native speakers at some 
level know the principles upon which lexical stress assignment in their 
language functions. But “ psychological reality" of  stress assignment rules 
does not imply at all that the rules are applied every time a polysyllabic word is 
uttered. N or  is it necessarily “ inefficient" or “ uneconomical"  to postulate a 
system which includes both knowledge o f  the rules and stress m arking  of 
individual words. Com puta t iona l  efficiency, to which end the system is 
presumably designed, involves a trade-off  between the speed with which 
operations can,be performed on the one hand, and the size of  the system, i.e. 
the storage space it takes up, on the other. Thus  it is not unreasonable to 
suppose that the-gain in speed of operation resulting from stress specification 
within the lexical entry is sufficient to justify any increase in storage dem ands 
which result from it. The internalized stress rules are as a consequence made 
redundant  in normal production,  but cannot  be jettisoned since they are 
needed to cope with new words, names, or nonsense, i.e. with any item which 
does not already have an entry in the mental lexicon.
III. Accent
Just as within a polysyllabic word one syllable has greater prominence than 
the others, so within an utterance of  more than one word greater prominence 
is given to one word than to others. The syllable on which sentence accent falls 
is the syllable which bears the lexical stress of  the accented word, so there is a 
sense in which we can think of  lexical stress as embodying the potential for 
sentence accent. In this section we will consider the way in which the 
placement of  sentence accent is determined during the production  of  a 
sentence.
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Perhaps the simplest proposal (for implementation in a production model) 
is that accent placement is a function of  syntactic structure. This, in skeleton 
form, is the claim made by Chom sky and Halle (1968), and by others, for 
example Bresnan (1971). It is not im portan t  for the present discussion to 
describe in detail the rules which they propose for accent placement. Two facts 
about such systems, however, are very important .  The first is that accent 
placement by rule is determined with reference to syntactic structure alone, i.e. 
without reference to semantic or pragmatic  considerations. The second point 
follows from the first; it is clear that syntactically driven rules will apply only 
one accent pattern to a particular syntactic structure, but it is immediately 
obvious that for any sentence there are many options for accent placement. Any 
of the seven words in (10) for instance, could bear the primary sentence accent:
(10) They don ' t  grow bananas  in Northern  England.
Thus it is a necessary characteristic of  systems such as that of  Chomsky and 
Halle that they claim that each sentence has a “ norm al"  or “ neutra l"  accent 
placement, i.e. the placement which is determined by the syntactically driven 
rules. Alternative placements are all special cases— in the Chomsky/Halle  
system non-neutral  accent placement is described as expressing contrast on the 
accented word with ano ther  word, or constituent,  in the sentence, in another  
sentence, or implied by the context.
Appealingly simple as the syntactic proposal is, it does not appear  
appropria te  to incorporate  it in a speech production model. Rules such as 
Chom sky and Halle's constitute a procedure taking only syntactic 
information as input to produce an accent pattern. It is not clear how, or 
whether, the rules can be integrated into a larger system that takes semantic 
and pragmatic  factors into account.
Furtherm ore ,  considerable linguistic effort has recently been devoted to 
dem onstra t ing  that a syntactic model does not correctly describe the 
placement of  sentence accent in neutral cases. In the vanguard  of  the attack 
have been Bolinger (e.g. 1972) and Schmerling (1974, 1976). Criticism has 
been directed at both of  the above-mentioned aspects of  the Chomsky-Halle  
position, namely that accent placement can be determined by syntax alone, 
and that  each sentence has one “ neutra l"  accent pattern.
Schmerling (1976) provides a compelling illustration that for even a very 
simple two-word sentence the accent placement is determined by contextual 
factors. In the year in which two ex-presidents of  the United States died, 
Schmerling reports, she was informed of their respective deaths in an 
interestingly different manner.  Harry  S. T rum an  died after a long illness which 
was extensively reported in the media, and Schmerling was informed of his 
death in the following words:
(11) T ru m an  died.
Lyndon Johnson,  on the other hand, died of  a sudden heart attack; 
Schmerling heard of  this as follows:
(12) Johnson  died.
Schmerling is undoubtedly  correct in her claim that the differing accent 
placement in these two sentence resulted from the differing contexts. T rum an
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was known to be sick; the new information in (11) concerns his death, so the 
verb is accented. In (12) the new information is that something happened to 
Johnson, to whom nothing in particular was expected to happen.
A nother  telling counter-example to the syntactic determination of  accent 
was provided by Ladd (1978). It was first pointed out by Newman (1946) that 
the class of  sentences of  the type of  (13)
(13) I have plans to write
customarily takes sentence accent on the noun when the noun is the direct 
object of  the verb (“ I must write p lans '1), but on the final verb when that verb is 
a complement to the noun (“ I plan to write"). Ladd (1978)t, however, devised 
contexts for a version of this construction in which the syntactic factors 
determining accent placement were completely over-ridden by contextual 
factors. These examples are worth quoting  in full. In (14) the verb-as- 
complement reading is appropria te  despite accent on the noun:
(14) a. George had no idea he was supposed to follow Helen.
b. W haddya  m ean— Helen left directions for George to follow! 
and in (15) the noun-as-direct-object reading is appropria te  even though 
accent falls on the verb:
(15) a. George feels pretty bad abou t  ruining dinner, but the package had
no directions.
b. Gee— didn 't  you look over on the counter  by the toaster? Helen 
left directions for George to follow!
(Ladd, 1978: pp. 138-139)
Likewise, many counter-examples have been offered to the 
normal/contrastive distinction. It has been observed that  certain sentences 
appear  to have only a "contrast ive"  accent pattern  and no “ norm al"  pattern:
(16) Even a child can build it!
Speakers unanimously place the accent in (16) on “ child", a l though the 
Chomsky-Halle  sentence accent rules would deem that a contrastive rather 
than the normal placement for this sentence.
Similarly, many emphatic  accent placements do not appear  to contrast  with 
anything; it seems far-fetched to claim that  (17) expresses a contrast  with, for 
example, (18):
(17) There’s no way I’m going to go along with that!
(18) *There’s some way I’m going to go along with that!
Furthermore,  it is often the case that accent is assigned to a word for no other 
reason than to avoid placing it on some other word. Consider the (b) sentences 
in (19) and (20) below:
(19) a. John 's  gone to North  D ako ta  to study the mating habits of  the
native linguist.
b. But there a ren ’t any linguists in N orth  Dakota!
(20) a. I'd hate to be a dentist.
b. Me too— I'm sure glad there are people who want to be dentists, 
(from Ladd, 1978)
tCounter-examples were also provided by Bolinger (1958, 1972) and by Berman and Szamosi 
(1972).
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It is clear that the accenting of in and be respectively does not arise from a 
contrast  with ano ther  preposition or another  verb, but from the fact that the 
words which might otherwise have been accented have been used in the 
previous utterance. Accenting them might therefore give an impression of 
redundancy. Thus the accent has been moved away from the repeated words, 
and has ended up on words which do not themselves in this instance have any 
reason for claiming prominence. In other words, the accent pattern results not 
from accenting of  the emphasized word but from de-accenting o f  others. An 
excellent discussion of  the phenom enon of  deaccenting is given by Ladd 
(1978). Some recent examples from the a u th o rs ’ own experience are (21) and 
(22):
(21) I d id n ’t read any newspapers all the time I was writing my P h .D .— but 
that was because I was in Austin, Texas, where there a ren ’t any 
newspapers to read.
(22) If you 'd  like to gather to the little bath we'll look at that next.
(22) was spoken by a tour-guide giving a com m entary  on a series of  Rom an 
baths. The “ little b a th ” itself had not been previously mentioned; many other 
baths had been. In fact it is not necessary for a de-accented word to have 
actually occurred in the preceding context; it can be implied by it:
(23) a. W here’ll we have d inner— the Dim Symptom? 
b. Shirley won 't  eat Chinese food.
Conversely, de-accenting can be precipitated by preceding use of  the de­
accented word in a different sense:
(24) H e’s so sharp he’s even called Sharp .!
Sometimes de-accenting can lead to an accent pattern which could in a 
different context have resulted from accenting, or emphasis;^ compare, for 
example, the indignant utterance (26) as spoken by an adult in reply to (27) or 
by a child in reply to (28):
(26) I was reading the book!
(27) I put away that book and the other stuff on the table.
(28) Did oo have fun playing with the bookie-wookie?
In the former instance the accent on reading results from de-accenting of  book, 
in the latter it results from focus on new information, since the act o f  reading 
has not, in (28), been taken for granted as what one does with books.
We will not a t tem pt to develop here an original and detailed case in favour 
of  the determination o f  sentence accent by semantic and pragmatic 
(contextual) factors ra ther than by syntax; for the complete arguments  we 
refer the reader to the au thors  we have cited. We would however like to utter a 
cautionary  word or two. The arguments  against the syntactic position have 
often am ounted  to outright rejection of  its concepts. Thus Schmerling (1974) 
claims that  the notion of  “ neu tra l” accent is quite useless; any accent 
placement embodies presuppositions abou t  the discourse context. Ladd
(1978) argues that there is no such thing as contrastive accent— only
tN o te  that there are limits to the indirectness:
(25) * She’s so sharp she’s even called Cutler.
|  A nice example of this is given by Ladd (1978; p. 117).
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differences in focus as a result o f  reference to various aspects of  the context. 
We believe that both of  these rejections are a little too sweeping. Let us take 
first the case o f  contrastive accent. It should be obvious from the above 
discussion that we agree with Ladd and other critics of  the syntactic position 
that “ contrastive" is not an appropria te  catchall term for any semantically 
placed accent. Nevertheless, that contrast  exists apart  from focus can be 
demonstra ted  by manoeuvering it into a sentence along with focus. Thus in 
(29b), several words are focussed; some of them are contrastively accented, 
some not.
(29) a. L o n d o n ’s the capital o f  Scotland, isn't it?
b. No, Edinburgh 's  the capital of  Scotland, London 's  the capital of 
Eng land . t
The kind  o f  accent which falls on those words which occurred in (29a) 
(London, Scotland) differs from the kind of  accent falling on the words 
expressing new information (Edinburgh, England). The former bear a fall-rise 
accent, the latter a simple falling accent (see our  discussion of  examples (1 M 3 )  
in the introduction to this paper). All four words are accented, or, in Ladd 's  
terms, focussed; but those which also express a contrast  have a falling accent, 
those which don ' t  express contrast  bear a fall-rise. (The types of  accent are of  
course reversed if (29b) serves as an answer to:
(30) Edinburgh 's  the capital o f  England, isn’t it?)
T ha t  is to say, when several items in a sentence are focussed, those which are 
contrasted  can be distinguished intonationally  from those which are not; the 
accentual system is richer than would appear  from a description, for example 
Ladd's,  which seeks to subsume contras t  under the general rubric o f  focus.
Now let us consider the possibility of  a role for “ neutra l"  accent placement. 
In some sentences semantic and pragmatic  reasons do not pick out a 
particular  word for sentence accent. In (31), for example, a contrast  is drawn 
between two consti tuents  as wholes:
(31) I was not surprised to hear Susan was mad abou t  old movies, but that 
she d id n ’t like Chinese food surprised me.
Movies and food  are accented not because they are contras ted  with other 
particular items (e.g. clothes, men), but simply because they are in each case 
the rightmost items in the constituent;  they bear accent on behalf  o f  their 
constituents, so to speak.
This kind of  default accent is, we believe, the one sense in which the notion 
o f  neutral accent can be justified. The way in which accent is placed in the 
default case was formulated in detail by N ew m an (1946); as re-stated by 
Schmerling (1976) the principle is:
(32) Given a sequence of  stresses which are equal and greater than other 
stresses within the in tonational  unit, the last such stress will be more 
prominent  than the others.
(By “ intonational  unit"  N ew m an referred to what we have called “ tone 
group" .)
tW e are grateful to Christopher Longuet-Higgins for this example. More detailed remarks on 
contrast can be found in Isard (1978).
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The principle can be seen in operation in a sentence such as (33), from 
Chom sky (1971) and Jackendoff  (1972):
(33) Was he warned to look out for an ex-convict in a red shift?
The accent on shirt might represent contrast  with some other word, in which 
case (34) might be a good reply, or simply accent on the constituent as a whole, 
in which case any of  (35)—(37) would be acceptable:
(34) No, an ex-convict in a red hat.
(35) No, an automobile  salesman.
(36) No, an ex-convict in a dinner suit.
(37) No, the FBI.
Shifting the accent in (33) to, for example, “ red" or to “ convict",  renders it 
no longer neutral, and (35)—(37) no longer appropria te  replies.
Ladd (1978) gives a comprehensive account of  default accent, which he 
describes as focus on the entire constituent.  We would prefer to shift the 
emphasis  slightly and call it focus on what the consti tuent denotes, ra ther than, 
for instance, on how it denotes it. In (31), for example, a l though movies and 
food  are not contrasted with other com parab le  words, there is a contrast  which 
is being drawn, namely between that a t tr ibute  of  S usan’s which did not 
surprise the speaker and the other a t tr ibute  which did. The hearer is intended 
to appreciate this contrast  without paying particular a t tention to any of the 
individual words in each embedded sentence. So the speaker accents the 
embedded sentences, using however the neutral or default accent.
A complete account of  sentence accent placement, therefore, includes 
neutral accent (in a minority of  cases ra ther than the majority which 
syntactically motivated accent rules would claim to account for). It also 
includes contrast,  and focus, as well as accentuation of  a particular  word 
achieved by de-accenting some other word. We will shortly discuss the order in 
which these various factors exercise their effects in sentence production. First, 
however, we will round out the picture we have given of  above-word-level 
stress with a few remarks on com pound  stress.
“ Blackbird" expresses a meaning different from “ black b i rd ’’ and “ English 
professor"  from “ English professor".  The former of  each pair, more heavily 
stressed on the initial element, is a com pound  noun. Others, for example 
C hom sky  and Halle (1968), have given thorough  accounts  o f  com pound  stress' 
patterns. W hat  is im por tan t  for our present discussion is that  com pounds  act 
as a unit in the competit ion for accent. However complex a com pound ,  
whether the initial element is for instance itself a com pound ,  as in (38), or is an 
Adj-N sequence, as in (39), the com pound  as a whole has one and only one 
most prom inent  syllable:
(38) Chemistry  research laboratory .
(39) Indo-E uropean  syntax text.
When the neutral or default accent falls on a com p o u n d  as the rightmost 
element o f  a consti tuent,  then, it accents that  syllable which is the most 
p rom inent  in the co m p o u n d  (just as accent falling on a word is realized in that 
syllable which bears lexical stress). Thus  the (a) sentences o f  (40) and (41) bear 
a possible neutral accent; the (b) sentences are acceptable replies.
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(40) a. Was he working at a chemistry research laboratory? 
b. No, at a garbage dump.
(41) a. Did you buy an Indo-European  syntax text? 
b. No, a flowerpot.
C om pound  stress is determined at an early level in the production process, 
prior to the placement of  sentence accent. Some com pounds  (e.g. blackbird) 
are presumably lexicalized, and their stress patterns would accordingly be 
retrieved along with their phonemic specification from the mental lexicon. 
Others would be constructed when the search for a lexical unit to express a 
complex meaning (e.g. “ Indo-European  syntax text") failed to come up with 
an entry (e.g. “ Lehmann") ,  and various com ponents  of  the complex meaning 
had to be separately retrieved and combined to form it. By the time accent 
placement operates, in any event, com pound  nouns enter into the calculation 
essentially as single words.
Thus the sentence production  operation which determines which of  all the 
syllables in a sentence will be the most prominent  is carried out on a string of 
words which (a) if polysyllabic have their stressed syllable marked, and (b) are 
grouped if appropria te  into com pounds  with the most prominent syllable in 
the com pound  marked. Semantic and pragmatic  factors then determine 
accent placement to express focus, contras t  or deaccentuation (we know of  no 
evidence that these are separate, ordered operations).
It is interesting to note that the semantic/pragmatic  factors can over-ride 
the earlier assignments of  syllable prominence. For  instance it is quite possible 
to pick out a single com ponen t  of  a com pound  for contrast:
(42) No, of  course I d id n ’t say Indo-G erm anic  syntax text, I said Indo- 
European syntax text.
This is hardly surprising, since contrast  can even over-ride lexical stress, as 
in the well-known example:
(43) This whisky wasn't  exported, it was deported.
Similarly, de-accenting can also result in accent falling on some other 
syllable in a com pound  than the usually stressed one; the stress shifts (possibly 
by the operation of  some form of  the default principle) to the rightmost 
nearest word, i.e. to the next word to the right, e.g. (44), or to the next to the 
left if nothing not de-accented remains on the right, e.g. (45):
(44) I thought  you said you knew nothing at all abou t  syntax— so how 
come you've got an Indo-E uropean  syntax text?
(45) I thought you said you owned no syntax texts at all— that there's an 
Indo-E uropean  syntax text.
The only remaining com ponen t  o f  the accent assignment operations is the 
neutral or default accent which applies last o f  all, and indeed only applies if the 
semantically motivated accent placement has left something for it to apply 
to— a string of  words marked for focus or contras t  as a whole but containing 
within it several equally prominent  lexical (or com pound)  stresses. The default 
principle makes the rightmost o f  these most prominent  and the operation of  
accent placement is therewith complete.
Correct description o f  the determination of  sentence accent, we have seen, is
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not a simple matter; it incorporates reference not only to the semantics of  the 
message, but also to the structure of  the sentence and the discourse context. 
The language production model, therefore, must also allow for these differing 
inputs when accounting for accent placement.
IV. Isochrony and syntactic boundaries
Pike (1945) makes a distinction between what he calls syllable-timed 
languages, in which each syllable is of  roughly equal length, and stress-timed 
languages, in which stressed syllables occur at roughly equal intervals. French 
is supposed to be an example of  the former sort o f  language, and English of  the 
latter. It is im portan t  to note that  the stressed syllables in question here are not 
necessarily accented, but are generally just  the syllables marked for stress in 
the lexicon. Syllables not so m arked are also stressed for these purposes if they 
do receive accent (e.g. “ no linguists in N or th  D a k o ta ” ). The intervals from 
one stressed syllable to the next are termed feet.
Attempts  to find isochronous (equally timed) feet by measuring wave forms 
of  English speech have generally failed. A “ tendency toward  isochrony” is 
sometimes detected in studies where an extra unstressed syllable is inserted 
between two stressed syllables, and although the dura t ion  between the 
stressed syllables does go up, it goes up by less than the length o f  the extra 
syllable, the other syllables having been compressed to make up for its 
presence (Huggins, 1975; Fowler, 1977). As Fowler notes, this phenom enon 
may indicate that  the speaker is trying to make the next beat occur as close as 
possible to “ the right t ime” , but it is not in itself evidence that  the “ right 
times” are evenly spaced.
Abercrombie (1965) explains some o f  the wider deviations from isochrony 
by positing “ silent stresses” , which are essentially skipped beats. He points 
out, am ong  other  things, that  such silent stresses also occur in verse, where the 
existence of  the regular beats themselves is less controversial.  He cites 
My / sire / ~ is of  a / noble / line / 
from Coleridge’s “ Chris tabel” , as well as
To I be or / not to be / ~ / tha t  is the / question.
Some may find even more compelling the extra, silent, beats that  he 
postulates at the ends o f  the first two lines o f  the limerick form, as in 
There / was a young / m an from Cape / H orn  /
W ho I wished that  he’d / never been / born /
Lehiste (1977) reviews the isochrony literature and comes to the conclusion 
that  isochrony is at least in part  a perceptual phenom enon. T h a t  is, we hear the 
times between stressed syllables as being more nearly equal than  they really 
are. This conclusion is supported  by recent work of  D onovan  and Darwin
(1979).
D onovan  and Darwin  present subjects with sentences all o f  whose stressed 
syllables begin with the same phoneme, say /t/, as in
(46) He turned up by ten talking of  terrorism.
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The subjects are then asked to adjust a series of  clicks so as to make them occui 
with the same timing as the /t/s in the sentence. The subjects can hear the 
sentence and the clicks as often as they like, but they cannot  hear them 
simultaneously. The subjects tend to space the clicks more evenly than the /t/s 
are spaced in the sentence, suggesting that they hear the /t/s to be spaced more 
evenly than they really are.
At this point we are faced with the possibility that  hearers might simply 
impose an isochronous interpretation on anything that they take to be spoken 
English, and that even if there is a tendency toward isochrony in the physical 
signal, it is not necessary to the perception of  isochrony. Lehiste (1977) rejects 
this idea on the grounds that differences in the length o f  interstress intervals 
can not only be perceived, but they can be used to convey linguistic 
distinctions. In particular, she claims that  speakers use lengthened interstress 
intervals to mark syntactic boundaries, and that in order for this to be 
possible, speaker and hearer must both have some notion o f  an unlengthened 
interval to use as a s tandard.
Lehiste asked subjects to read aloud sentences in which am biguous phrases 
like “ old men and w om en” were embedded. The subjects were asked to read 
the sentence in two different ways, one in which the phrase was supposed to be 
grouped as “ (old men) and w om en” and the other in which it was supposed to 
be grouped as “ old (men and w om en)” . Fur ther  groups o f  subjects listened to 
the sentences to make certain that they were perceived as intended.
When the length of  the segment “ men and w om en” was measured, it was 
found to be dramatically longer in the case where “ (old men) and w om en” was 
the intended reading. Lehiste makes the proposal that  this lengthened segment 
constitutes a deliberate disruption of  isochrony, and that  such disruptions are 
used to signal the presence of  syntactic boundaries.  “ It is in this sense,” she 
writes, “ that  isochrony is integrated into the g ram m ar  of  English at the 
syntactic level” (Lehiste, 1977, p. 262).
Lehiste's theory still leaves us with a num ber  of  questions to consider. 
Perhaps the most immediate is whether it is possible to say anything further 
abou t  the am oun t  by which speakers will lengthen interstress intervals in 
order  to achieve their purpose o f  m ark ing  syntactic boundaries.  Will the 
am oun t  o f  extra length be related to the length of  a notional unlengthened 
interval in some systematic way, or will it perhaps increase in an otherwise 
unpredictable fashion with the “ am oun t  of  em phasis” that  the speaker wants 
to achieve? And if the relation is systematic, is it possible that  the increased 
dura t ion  results not from a complete disruption of  isochrony, but ra ther  from 
“ skipping a bea t” , so that the dura t ion  o f  longer intervals is twice tha t  o f  
shorter  ones, but an underlying rhythm is maintained?
Such a possibility is at least consistent with da ta  presented in Lehiste (1973), 
where subjects were asked to d isambiguate  sentences o f  the form “ Steve or 
Sam and Bob will com e” . The distance between “ Steve” and “ S a m ” was 
roughly twice as great in the case where the intended reading was “ Steve or 
(Sam and Bob)” , and similarly the distance between “ S am ” and “ B ob” was 
approximately  twice as great when “ (Steve or Sam) and B ob” was intended.
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In her report of  the study involving the “ old men and w om en" examples, 
Lehiste gives only the comparative  lengths for the entire segment “ men and 
women",  and not the lengths of  individual feet. We have run a small study on a 
set of  similar sentences and measured the lengths of  the feet. The sentences 
used were
(47) I 'm allergic to ripe marrows, melons and cucumbers.
(48) We bought expensive brandy, port  and cigars.
(49) He sells used cars, bikes and trailers.
In Lehiste's sentences, the ambiguity to be resolved was whether the 
adjective, “ old", applied to just one item, “ m en",  or two, “ men and women". 
We chose sentences where the adjective could apply to three items instead of 
just two, because we thought that in these cases we might detect a tendency to 
restore isochrony by lengthening all three items, and not just  the first.
We asked each of  five subjects to read each sentence in both possible ways, 
e.g. in the case o f  the first sentence to give one reading corresponding to “ ripe 
(marrows, melons and cucumbers)"  and ano ther  corresponding to “ (ripe 
marrows),  melons and cucumbers" .  We then measured two interstress 
intervals for each sentence: one from the vowel onset of  the stressed syllable of  
the first listed item to the corresponding point in the second item, and then 
from there to the third listed item. In the case of  the first sentence this means 
taking the time from the beginning of  the first vowel of  “ m arrow s"  to the 
beginning of  the first vowel of  “ melons",  and similarly from “ melons" to 
“ cucumbers" .  There are other proposals  for the way in which interstress 
intervals should be measured (see, for example, M orton  et al., 1976), but they 
would not give very different results for our purposes, and these 
measurements  are relatively s traightforward to make.
Measurements  were made on digitized wave forms sampled at a rate of  
8000 Hz on a PDP-12 computer .  We used a wave form editing program  
written by C. J. Darwin which displays a wave form on a screen and allows one 
to insert pointers into the wave form. The distance between pointers can be 
measured to within 0-1 ms. Each measurement was performed twice, and 
discrepancies were well within 5 ms, so we feel reasonably confident in 
claiming accuracy to within 20 ms.
O ur  measurements  showed that in the sentences where the adjective was 
m eant  to apply to all three nouns, e.g. “ used (cars, bikes and trailers)", the 
subjects made the two feet we measured nearly equal. The average ratios of  the 
first foot to the second foot in these sentences are shown in Table I.
When the subjects read the sentences with the other meaning intended, the 
first foot was considerably lengthened, as Lehiste's theory would predict. The 
average ratios o f  the lengthened first feet to the original first feet (e.g. “ cars"  in 
“ (used cars), e tc ."  to “ cars"  in “ used (cars, etc.)") are given in Table II. The 
increase very nearly am oun ts  to a doubling  of  the original length.
If we consider the ratios of  first feet to second feet in the sentences where 
first feet are lengthened, the averages are again in the ne ighbourhood  o f  2 (see 
Table III). However these averages conceal what appear  to be systematic 
differences am ong  the individual subjects. For  instance, one o f  the subject?
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T a b l e  II
Mean ratio across subjects of first measured foot when adjective 
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T a b l e  III
Mean ratio across subjects of first measured foot to second 





(“ ripe marrows, etc.” ) 
(“expensive brandy, etc.” ) 




Mel, had ratios o f  2-126, 2-246, and 2-629, consistently above 2, while another,  
Derek, had ratios o f  1-087, 1-355 and 0-856, much nearer to 1.
O ur  intuitive impression from listening to the tapes o f  the subjects’ 
utterances is that  there is a t radeoff  between the use o f  comparatively  longer 
first feet, and the use of  in tonation.  T ha t  is, Derek 's  pitch changes were much 
more marked than M el’s.
If speakers of  English do in fact make such a trade-off, it provides further 
justification for an abstract  level o f  prosodic groupings, where different 
speakers would have in com m on  the intention of  m ark ing  off a syntactic unit 
by assigning it a grouping of its own, and would then diverge as to the way in 
which the presence of  this grouping would be signalled, in one case by pitch 
movement and in ano ther  by adjusting the timing.
We can note in this connection that  while Lehiste wants to use disruption of 
isochrony as a way o f  setting off syntactic units, Crystal (1975: pp. 16-21) 
suggests rules for doing the same jo b  with in tonation ,  adjusting the dom ains  
of  pitch movements  in order  to show which words should be grouped 
together. Neither set o f  rules takes account o f  the phenom ena  on which the 
other is based. However, Halliday (1967) proposes that  the tone group  should 
be viewed both as an in tonational  unit, and as a rhythmic unit consisting o f  a
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num ber o f  feet. If we adop t  this proposal,  we can postulate that  the syntactic 
units in question are given different tone groups, and then that  the tone groups 
may be distinguished by pronounced  in tonation  contours,  or by a change of 
timing.
In Section III we rejected the notion that  the syntactic com ponent  of 
sentence production  generally determines accent placement. The syntactic 
com ponen t  nevertheless exercises a considerable effect on the prosodic 
structure of  the sentence by specifying the tone group divisions. This 
information may then be realized either as durat ional  or as pitch variations.
V. Holistic Contours
At the Chicago Linguistic Society meeting in 1974 M ark  Liberman and Ivan 
Sag produced an amusing dem onstra t ion  that  an in tonation  (fundamental 
frequency) con tou r  could by itself convey a certain am o u n t  of  meaning. The 
con tour  in question was the one borne, for example, by the incredulous reply 
(50b):
(50) a. I’ve got elephantiasis, I’m gonna die.
b. Elephantiasis isn’t incurable!!
In reply to the question:
(51) Ivan, would you mind d ropp ing  my pet whale off at the aquar ium  on 
your way to school today? 
the con tou r  alone was performed on the kazoo; it was clear to the audience 
that  the reply was an indignant objection to the request. L iberman and Sag 
called this in tonational  pattern  the “ contradic tion  c o n to u r” . In a subsequent 
paper  (Sag and Liberman, 1975) they isolated other holistic con tours  which 
they also associated with particular  meanings.
The notion that  in tonation  con tours  have intrinsic meaning has been 
espoused by a num ber  of  linguists, and, indeed, has been postulated in a much 
stronger version than  tha t  claimed by Liberman and Sag. Pike (1945; p. 20), 
for instance, stated: “ M any in tonation  con tours  are explicit in meaning. 
Whenever a certain sequence o f  relative pitches is heard, one concludes that 
the speaker means certain things over and above the specific meanings of  the 
words themselves. A change of  pitch con tou r  will change the meaning of  the 
sentence.”
In this s trong version, the contours-have-m eaning  claim poses some 
interesting possibilities for a language p roduct ion  model. It would be 
relatively simple to incorpora te  into such a model an in tonational  lexicon in 
which con tours  were paired with their fixed meanings, and to divide the 
meaning o f  an utterance into that  part  to be conveyed by the words and
tThe  drawn contour represents the variation of fundamental frequency against time (allowing 
for some inaccuracy due to the mismatch between acoustic duration and orthography) on a Kay 
SonaGraph spectrogram of the utterance.
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another  part to be conveyed by the intonation contour.  This latter part  could 
then be looked up in the intonational lexicon and the appropria te  con tour  
retrieved in the same way that looking up meanings in the word lexicon results 
in the phonetic forms o f  words being retrieved.
Once again, however, we find that an apparently  simple and appealing 
model which seems to be suitable for incorporation into a production model 
turns out not to account for the prosodic facts. The problem is that for such a 
proposal to work the meanings assigned to the contours  must be, to a certain 
extent at least, supra-contextual;  for each con tour  there must be an element of  
com m on meaning (or, if the con tour  is ambiguous,  a finite set o f  meanings) 
which can be observed in every instance of  the con tour  in use. It can be 
demonstra ted  that this is not the case.
Liberman and Sag's “ contradiction c o n to u r” , for example, seems to 
express above all impatience in the following context:
(52) Father  (to son who has been ignoring a friend's a t tem pt to attract 
attention from outside the window):
G o and see what the fellow wants!
To say that what is com m on to the contexts of  (50), (51) and (52) is, for 
instance, that  the speaker disapproves of  his audience's  attitude, is to fail to do 
justice to the richness of  the effects o f  the con tour  in each context.
Even in Liberman and Sag's own contexts the effects are richer than can be 
captured by the general term “ contrad ic t ion" .  Liberman and Sag point out 
that Ivan's answer to M ark 's  request in (51) could be a wide range of  quite 
different utterances, e.g.:
(53) a. I'm not having that smelly beast in my car.
b. You don ' t  have a pet whale.
c. You know it wouldn 't  fit in my VW. 
and so on.
They also point out that certain other utterances do n ' t  work so well— “ require 
some fairly unnatura l  assumptions in order to be construed as 
contradic t ions" ,  in their words (p. 422)— for example:
(54) a. I'm not very fond of  that  animal.
b. I 'm more than happy to take him along.
But there are also whole classes of  contradictions which couldn 't  take their 
contour;  for instance, it only “ fits" on declaratives and some imperatives, not 
on questions so that (55 a and b) would sound very odd if intoned in that 
manner:
(55) a. Why on earth should I do that?
b. How could I ever fit it into the VW?
Moreover, it is possible to make minor changes to those sentences which will 
fit, e.g. (53 a-c), which render them unsuitable for the contradic t ion  con tour  
without in the least altering their contrad ic tory  import:
(56) a. I 'm just not having that smelly beast in my car.
b. You don ' t  even have a pet whale.
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c. You know it just wouldn 't  fit in my VW.
Similarly, replacing (53c) with (57) does not change the speaker 's  message but 
does make the “ contradiction con tou r"  inappropriate:
(57) It w ouldn’t fit in my VW as you very well know.
A more complicated objection seems to be that the semantics of  the utterance 
are more closely constrained than Liberman and Sag realized; not only does 
the speaker have to object strongly to the request, but he has to state the 
reason for his objection (as in 53 a-c). (58 a and b), objections without a reason 
given, do not work:
(58) a. T ha t 's  the most outrageous thing I've ever been asked, 
b. I wouldn 't  do that for anything.
Oddly enough, there is an alternative con tour  which seems to express 
contradiction in this context and which is appropria te  for all o f  (53), (55), (56) 
and (58) as well as (54) and (57):
(59)
You know I never give lifts to whales.
The acoutic characteristics of  this con tour  are a high initial section followed 
by a slight rise and rapid fall to a low, flat terminal section. The positioning of 
the fall depends on the positioning of sentence accent in the utterance (on 
“ have"  in 53, on “ fond"  in 54a, on “ any"  in 58b, for example). We do not by 
any means wish to claim, however, that this con tour  is a synonym of  Liberman 
and Sag's contradiction contour;  it is too easy to think up contexts in which 
only the con tour  of  (59) is appropria te  (e.g. 55-58) or in which the two have 
markedly different effects.
(60) a. N ow  I see why we couldn 't  do it.
b. Now I see why we couldn ' t  do it.
(60a), for example, expresses sudden enlightenment— Aha!— and, 
importantly ,  suggests that the speaker is abou t  to amplify, to reveal the reason 
he has just  discovered; (60) on the other hand suggests irritation, perhaps 
because the speaker has had to repeat the utterance.
The point o f  this extended set o f  examples is simply that  intonational 
meaning is contextually constrained. The effect of  a particular  con tour  differs 
with the context in which it occurs, and different contours  can, depending on 
context, have similar or radically different effects. N ot  even the simplest of  
in tonational effects is free from contextual variation. Take, for example, a 
pair o f  con tours  described by Sag and Liberman (1975). They point out that
(61) can be either a suggestion or a genuine question, whereas (62) can only be 
a genuine question:
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(61) Why don ' t  you move to California?
(62) Why don ' t  you move to California?
One of  the functions of  the con tour  of  (62), they claim, is to “ freeze” the 
utterance into a literal interpretation and rule out the indirect speech act of  
suggestion which can be carried by many questions (e.g. just abou t  any 
question beginning “ Why d o n ’t you . . .''). This effect again turns out to be 
dependent on the utterance itself and its context. For  instance, (63) is a 
suggestion with either contour:
(63) Why d o n ’t you go away?
With the con tour  of  (62) it is a more direct suggestion, in fact, and certainly a 
more offensive one, than with the con tour  of  (61).
A more detailed treatment of  the context-dependence of  the intonational 
effects described by Liberman and Sag is given by Cutler (1977).
It is, unfortunately, a negative kind o f  argum ent that  we have made in this 
section; we have been concerned to show only that the claim that in tonation 
contours  have fixed meanings, or even constant pragmatic  effects (e.g. on the 
literalness of  a question), does not hold up. The effect o f  a particular con tour  
is strongly constrained by the utterance which carries it and by the context 
in which this utterance is spoken. Accordingly, the choice of  con tour  must 
be made with reference to contextual factors. We now turn our attention 
to the incorporation o f  con tour  selection into a language production  
model.
G azdar  (this volume) has dem onstra ted  that  the num ber  of  language 
production decisions which are affected by pragmatic, or contextual,  factors is 
very large indeed. Selection of  an appropr ia te  in tonation  con tour  is, indeed, 
one of  the phenom ena he has cited. We believe that  the choice o f  con tour  can 
be compared  in complexity to the choice of  a particular syntactic structure; 
both are pragmatically determined decisions between a restricted num ber  of  
alternative ways of  expressing the intended message. In other words, the 
speaker chooses between, say, the contours  of  (50) and (59) with reference to a 
particular message-in-context in much the same way that  he chooses between 
the active and the passive voice. It is superfluous to point out that  very little is 
known so far o f  the way in which such decisions are carried out. The 
implication for a production  model, however, is that  the ou tpu t  of  the con tour  
selection com ponen t  is not uniquely determined by the ou tpu t  of  other 
com ponents  (syntactic, semantic) but, like the syntactic and the semantic 
components ,  makes reference to the discourse context o f  the utterance.
A m ong the tasks o f  the con tour  selector we have discussed so far only one, 
choice of  a holistic pitch contour;  but it is likely that  certain other effects have 
their origin at essentially the same point in sentence production. One o f  these 
is ironic tone of  voice (Cutler, 1974), the sneering way of  saying a sentence so 
as to give it a conveyed meaning which is the reverse o f  the literal meaning. A
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speaker's  decision to say, e.g. (64) in an ironic manner,  rather than saying (65), 
is determined by pragmatic  factors.
(64) Looks like it's going to be a really groovy party.
(65) I 'm afraid this party is going to be rather boring.
Another  such phenom enon is sentence tempo; to give just one instance, an 
effect o f  imminent threat can be achieved by slowing down the utterance in an 
exaggerated manner:
(66) Were— you— t h i n k i n g — of— h i t t i n g — t h a t — chi ld?
Finally, we should point out the obvious fact that the ou tpu t  o f  the contour  
selector is presumably in an abstract form; its eventual realization in speech 
may be modified by other aspects of  the prosodic structure. Contrastive accent 
may, for example, result in a pitch peak falling on the accented word without 
altering the effect o f  the contour,  for example:
(67) a. Everyone’s moving to California, I ’ll be all alone.
b. Why d o n ’t you move to California?
In the “ pure” form of this con tour  the fall would occur on the final syllable, as 
in (61), but (67b), as (61), is a suggestion rather than a genuine question. 
Liberman and Sag (1974) also point out that  their “ contrad ic t ion"  con tour  
coexists with shifts in sentence accent. Similarly, tempo is independent of 
accent placement (accent could plausibly fall in (66) on were, you , hitting , 
child, for example), as is ironic tone of  voice:
(68) Looks like th a t ’s going to be a really groovy party.
Syntactic boundary  placement, o f  course, determines the length of  the 
constituent over which the con tour  is extended, and the lexical stress patterns 
of  the chosen lexical items determine the syllables upon which the pitch 
movements dem anded  by a con tour  will be carried out. Selection of  a holistic 
con tour  is, however, independent of  these factors; interaction occurs at the 
point at which the ou tpu t  of  the many com ponents  of  the language production 
process are phonetically realized.
VI. Conclusion
We cannot  claim to have given a complete description of  the production of 
prosody. We have, for instance, not considered the phonetic realization of 
prosodic effects, but have confined our discussion to a more abstract level. 
Moreover, we have treated our four sources of  prosodic variance as 
independent, a l though it is clear that  at the level at which they are realized in 
the utterance they must interact.
Nevertheless, we feel that  the four main divisions of  this paper reflect the 
major  decisions affecting the prosodic shape of  a sentence. It will be apparent  
that we do not believe that  all prosodic effects simply “ fall o u t"  of  decisions 
taken, during the course of  sentence production,  about,  for example, lexical 
items and syntactic structure. We feel that  at certain stages during the
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production of an utterance specifically prosodic decisions are taken. This 
conclusion has obvious consequences for the formulation of  a model of  
language production. While on the one hand lexical stress patterns are 
determined by the output  of  the lexical com ponent,  and tone group 
boundaries arc at least in part set by the choice of  syntactic structure, accent 
placement and selection of  intonation con tour  are decisions which have 
exclusively prosodic results. The production model should incorporate both 
an accent determination and a con tour  selection component.
All parts o f  the production process can make errors, including those parts 
which have major prosodic effects; many different types of  prosodic error are 
described by Cutler (in press). Consideration of  prosodic errors can materially 
influence the way we model language production; an example of  this is the 
argument in Section II o f  this Chapter .  Furtherm ore ,  the m anner  in which 
prosody interacts with errors of  all types can prove highly instructive, as many 
speech error researchers have noted. For  example, it has often been remarked 
(e.g. Mcringer and Mayer, 1895; Boomer and Laver, 1968; Garre t t ,  1975) that 
exchanges of  elements below the level of the word preserve lexical stress: 
stressed vowels and syllables exchange with each other, unstressed vowels and 
syllables likewise, but stressed do not exchange with unstressed. This 
regularity forces the assumption that such exchanges take place at a level at 
which the utterance is divided into feet. Prosodic characteristics, in other 
words, assist in identifying the level at which a particular error arises. 
They can also assist in classifying particular errors. Cutler (in press) cites the 
error:
(69) Do ypu talk on the telephone with which ear?
which, as the drawn con tour  indicates, was spoken with the intonation 
appropria te  for#a yes-no question rather than for a wh-question, suggesting 
that it may have arisen as a result of  a blend with an alternative yes-no 
question rather than simply as a wh-question which got its word order mixed 
up. Similarly, inferences about  detection of  one's  own errors can be drawn 
from prosodic characteristics; the speaker of  (69), for example, can 
be assumed not to have detected the anticipation error words as it 
occurred:
(70) Notice that these are the only two words that apply above the word 
level.
(Target: the only two rules . . .)
This conclusion arises from the fact that the second, intended, occurrence of 
the word words bears sentence accent, whereas, as the discussion in Section 111 
made clear, the second occurrence of  a given lexical item in a sentence is 
normally deaccented. We can assume that the erroneous earlier occurrence of 
words was not available to the accent placement system.
Sentence accent in fact interacts in a very interesting way with word shift 
and exchange errors. When two lexical items exchange places, the accent 
structure of  the sentence customarily remains unchanged, e.g.:
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(71) We have a laboratory  in our computer.
(Target: we have a com puter  in our laboratory) 
from Fromkin ,  1973.
(72) Something funny smells!
(Target: something smells funny)
Fromkin  (1971) drew on this regularity in constructing an early model of 
language production based on speech error d a ta — a model which, unusually 
am ong  such models, a t tempted to account specifically for prosody as well as 
the rest o f  the sentence. She suggested on the basis of  the exchange error 
findings that accent placement might be determined by the syntactic and 
semantic structure of  the utterance prior to the retrieval of  words from the 
lexicon. The rationale for this ordering was that it would allow words to be 
inserted from the lexicon into the wrong slot in a syntactic frame, i.e. into a slot 
marked for accent rather than into a slot which was not so marked, or vice 
versa.
There are several reasons for preferring, instead of this early model of 
F ro m k in ’s, an account in which lexical look-up precedes accent placement. 
For one thing, the de-accenting process can make reference to prior 
occurrence of  particular words rather than meanings. For  another,  the word 
on which accent falls is sometimes determined by the particular lexical item 
chosen, as when a choice is made between a simple verb and a synonymous 
verb-partic le  com bina t ion :!
(75) a. John promised to house the visitors, but not to feed them, 
b. John promised to put the visitors up, but not to feed them.
We would therefore not agree that errors such as (71) and (72) necessarily 
imply that sentence accent must be placed before lexical lookup. The 
regularity which From kin  noted about  such errors is, however, particularly 
interesting, since it allows us to draw a contrast  with errors such as (76-78), in 
which the words which have exchanged places are not lexical words but 
members of  the vocabulary’s closed class (e.g. prepositions, pronouns,  etc.):J
(76) Can I turn off this?
(Target: Can I turn this off?)
(77) Well I much would have preferred the owl.
(Target: I would have much . . .)
(78) I t ’s useful so that they don ' t  know how far they in are.
(Target: . . . how far in they are)
As may be seen, the accent in such errors falls on the particular word, not on 
the slot, which should have borne it in the intended utterance. (Further  
examples are given by Cutler (1979).) The prosodic characteristics of  exchange
t  Evidence that choices of this nature are made at the lexical level is provided by lexical blends 
(assumed to occur when two synonyms are available in the lexicon) between simple verbs and 
verb-particle combinations, e.g.:
(73) I just snabbed it! (From Garrett, 1975: explained as a blend of snap up and nab—the 
reference is to finding a bargain while shopping.)
(74) Aren't you going to telephone her up? (telephone and call up: from Fromkin, 1973). 
i  See Bradley ( 1978) for evidence that closed class words do not form part of the main lexicon.
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errors therefore provide strong support  for the contention of  G arre t t  (1975) 
that lexical words and closed class words are involved in fundamentally 
different types o f  error at different levels of  the production  process.
The moral we wish to draw  is this: not only is the production of  sentence 
prosody intrinsically interesting, but a ttention to prosodic phenom ena can 
prove of great value with many differing aspects of  the design of  a language 
production model. A lthough we have not a t tempted in this paper so rash a 
project as the construction of  such a model, we hope that our remarks have 
shed some light on how it should be done.
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